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ABSTRACT

Free-viewpoint video (FVV) applications enable viewers to interac-

tively change their viewing point and watch a scene from di�erent

angles. Each FVV is composed ofmultiple streams representing the

scene and its geometry from di�erent vantage points. In addition,

virtual views can be synthesized from captured views to provide

a smoother and more immersive experience to users. Delivering

FVV streaming services over cellular networks, while achieving

quality-of-experience (QoE) fairness and minimizing �uctuations

in perceived quality, is very challenging due to the large bandwidth

requirements, the complex relationship between the bitrates of the

transmitted streams and the quality of rendered virtual views, and

the time-varying channel conditions. In this paper, we formulate

FVV adaptive streaming as a multi-objective QoE-fairness prob-

lem and propose a heuristic algorithm to solve it e�ciently. Our

experiments show that the proposed algorithm achieves high QoE-

fairness and provide users with high and stable qualities. It reduces

quality variations by up to 32 % on average while saving up to 18 %

of cellular bandwidth, compared to state-of-the-art approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Video streaming over cellular networks has become one of the

most prevalent mobile services. According to a recent study by

Cisco, video tra�c will account for nearly 75 % of total mobile

data tra�c by 2020 [5]. Recent technology advances have paved

the way for new video applications such as interactive 360-degree

videos and free-viewpoint videos (FVV). Unlike 360-degree videos

which only provide rotational movement around the center point

of the camera, FVV enables viewers to move to any viewpoint

that is located between cameras positioned at di�erent locations

around the scene. For example, in sports events the cameras can

be placed around the �eld and viewers can experience the game

from di�erent perspectives. This provides a richer experience by

enabling viewers to watch the scene from their view angle of in-

terest and/or to move around obstructions to get a better view of

occluded objects. Non-captured views, known as virtual views, are
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synthesized using a technique known as depth-image-based ren-

dering (DIBR) [8]. DIBR generates a virtual view using two refer-

ence views, where each reference view consists of image and depth

streams, as shown in Figure 1.

For video delivery, HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) [24] has re-

cently emerged as a simple and e�ective method. In HAS, videos

are encoded in several bit rate versions and each version is split

into small chunks called segments. Segments are stored on the con-

tent providers’ servers or within a content distribution network

(CDN). A streaming client adaptively requests video segments

based on the network conditions. During each segment download,

the client estimates the available bandwidth based on the down-

load throughput and decides on the best version to request for

the next segment. This adaptive mechanism enables the stream-

ing client to provide the user with the highest quality-of-experience

(QoE) given the network conditions. Integrating HAS with free-

viewpoint videos is therefore a promising solution for deploying

interactive multi-view video streaming services [12] [26] [9].

Future mobile networks such as LTE-Advanced and 5G net-

works will be able to support the FVV systems by providing more

bandwidth capacity. In LTE networks, each cell is managed by a

base station, known as eNodeB. Users within a cell share the ra-

dio channel and its radio resources. An eNodeB scheduler is re-

sponsible for distributing the radio resources between active users

and quickly adapting to changing channel conditions using chan-

nel state feedbacks. In a multi-user video streaming environment

where users compete for the available resources, achieving e�-

ciency and QoE-fairness becomes critical. Most commercial eN-

odeB schedulers allocate resources by employing variations of the

proportional fair [16] scheduling policy. While this type of fairness

seems to perform well when all users follow the same utility, it

tends to be ine�cient in scenarios where users follow di�erent util-

ities [27], which is typically the case with video streaming. More-

over, proportionally fair schedulers mainly focus on the network

(bitrate) utility and are oblivious to application layer QoE, which

may not be ideal for video streaming applications in which the

relationship between rate and QoE varies within a single video

stream as well as across streams [2] [25]. This problem becomes

more challenging with free-viewpoint videos where the quality of

synthesized virtual views depends on the encoding con�guration

of the components of the reference views. This makes the rate-

utility relationship in these videos more complex. Moreover, the

relationship between rate and perceived quality in FVV content

varies from one viewpoint position to another. Therefore, chang-

ing the viewpoint would result in a di�erent rate-quality relation-

ship which translates to variations in the perceived quality. Recent

studies have shown that such variations adversely a�ect the user’s

overall QoE [20].
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Figure 1: Free-viewpoint video using multi-view-plus-depth

content representation.

In this paper, we present a network-assisted rate adaptation ap-

proach. We propose a QoE-fair radio resource allocation algorithm

for DASH-based FVV systems. Our algorithm runs on a media-

aware network element (MANE) connected to the eNodeB sched-

uler. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to maximize users’

perceived quality and to achieve QoE-fairness among them. Un-

like previous works for achieving QoE-fairness [29] [7] [4], our al-

gorithm takes quality variations into consideration. Furthermore,

current QoE-fairness approaches are not directly applicable to free-

viewpoint videos since they only optimize the resource allocation

based on the quality of a single view. To the best of our knowledge

this is the �rst work that addresses the problem of QoE-fair radio

resource allocation for FVV streaming systems inmobile networks.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Fairness in Wired Networks

Jian et al. [15] proposed an algorithm to achieve HAS fairness

using a combination of harmonic bandwidth estimation, stateful

and delayed bitrate update, and randomized request scheduling. In

[17], Li et al. presented an approach to determine when the TCP

download throughput can be taken as an accurate indicator of the

fair-share bandwidth and backs o� when congestion is encoun-

tered. Both [15] and [17] attempt to achieve fairness in terms of

bandwidth share and do not take the di�erence between the rate-

quality relationships of di�erent videos into consideration. And

although they may work for wired networks, they are not suitable

for cellular networks with dynamic links. Moreover, when multi-

ple HAS clients compete for the available bandwidth, user-driven

approaches such as [15] and [17] will generally yield suboptimal

results. Therefore, network-assisted streaming approaches which

rely on active cooperation between video streaming applications

and the network are more e�cient. Cofano et al. [6] evaluated

several network-assisted strategies of HTTP adaptive streaming

in software-de�ned networks (SDNs) in terms of fairness, average

video quality and quality variations. Mansy and Ammar [19] uti-

lized the concept of maximal fairness, because QoE max-min fair

allocations might not exist due to discrete QoE values. They pro-

posed a QoE-based progressive algorithm, referred to as QPA in

this paper, to achieve maximal fairness. These network-assisted

schemes demonstrate the advantage of joint client-network adap-

tation. However, they are not designed for dynamic cellular net-

works, nor can they handle complex FVV content.

2.2 Fairness in Wireless Networks

In [28], De Vleeschauwer et al. proposed a method to adaptively

set up the guaranteed bitrate of each video �ow in an LTE network

with heterogeneous tra�c. However, the utility function used by

the algorithm is not content-aware since it is not based on a video

quality metric. In [29], a QoE continuum model which considers

both cumulative playback quality and playback smoothness using

an exponential weighted moving average is presented. Based on

this model, a quality adaptation algorithm is proposed that can

guarantee both QoE and fairness between multiple clients in a

cellular network by exploiting the nature of human perception

and video source. This algorithm tends to adjust the instantaneous

quality proportional to the channel quality. However, it results in

undesired quality variations in case of temporary �uctuations in

channel quality. In [7], El Essaili et al. presented a QoE-based re-

source allocation method for HAS, which optimizes a utility func-

tion that combines the perceived quality and a penalty for qual-

ity switches. Two rate adaptation approaches (reactive and proac-

tive) are discussed to adapt the user’s application rates to the data

rates chosen by the scheduler. However, in their solution fairness

across users is not considered as an objective in the optimization.

Cicalò et al. [4] studied the problem of QoE-fair resource alloca-

tion for HAS over cellular networks and formulated the problem

as a multi-objective optimization problem in terms of maximizing

the average quality andminimizing QoE di�erences between users.

However, the given formulation fails to consider quality variation.

They proposed an iterative quality-fair adaptive streaming algo-

rithm (QFAS) to solve that formulated problem.

In this paper, we compare the performance of our algorithm

against QFAS [4] and QPA [19] since they perform well in achiev-

ing fairness and high video quality in the case of 2D videos. We

modify QPA to take into consideration the user’s channel condi-

tions in the case of cellular networks. We also modify both algo-

rithms to utilize rate-utility models for FVV content, described in

Section 5.1.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND OPERATION

We consider a streaming system that supports FVV content, as

shown in Figure 2.

3.1 Wireless Network Model

An LTE wireless access network with an eNodeB serves free-

viewpoint videos to a setK = {1, . . . ,K } of user equipments (UEs).

The LTE downlink channel is divided into 10ms frames, each fur-

ther divided into 1ms sub-frames [11]. The sub-frames are trans-

mitted using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)

which divides available radio resources into a grid in both time

and frequency domains. A resource block is the smallest unit that

can be allocated by the eNodeB in LTE. Each resource block spans
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Figure 2: Systemmodel for a HAS-based FVV streaming sys-

tem. Videos stored in MVD format and encoded at multiple

bitrates. Resource allocation algorithm runs onMANE to en-

sure QoE fairness and achieve high and stable session qual-

ities.

0.5ms (i.e., half a sub-frame) in the time domain and 12 OFDM

sub-carriers (180 kHz) in the frequency domain. UEs are dynami-

cally allocated non-overlapping sets of resource blocks depending

on their channel conditions. The channel quality in the LTE down-

link is measured by the UE and sent to the eNodeB in the form

of so-called channel quality indicators (CQIs). To accommodate the

time-varying radio channel conditions of UEs, LTE uses adaptive

modulation and coding. The modulation and coding scheme (MCS)

used for each UE is based on the reported CQI value by the device.

3.2 FVV Content Model

Each UE is receiving an FVV in the multi-view-plus-depth (MVD)

representation format, where a video is composed of a setW =

{w1, . . . ,wW } of equidistant captured (reference) views and their

associated depth maps. Depth maps can either be captured using

depth cameras or estimated using a depth estimation technique

[22]. In the following we refer to the texture and depth video

streams corresponding to each captured view as the component

streams of the view. Neighboring reference views bound a virtual

view range (a set of virtual view positions). The number of virtual

view positions in each virtual view range is equal to E. Therefore,

the total number of possible viewpoint positions that a UE can re-

quest is (W − 1)E +W . Component streams of each captured view

are encoded at L bitrates (representations) and divided into a num-

ber of segments of duration τ seconds each. A manifest �le, known

as a media presentation descriptor (MPD), is generated for the FVV

with information about the captured views and depth maps as well

as the parameters of the cameras used to capture the views. For a

given virtual view range, we refer to a combination of represen-

tations for the reference views of the range as an operating point.

To support the rate adaptation process and to enable the client to

choose the best operating point for a virtual view range, the MPD

�le also includes virtual view quality models for each virtual view

range and each segment index, similar to the model in [12]. These

models provide an estimate for the quality of a virtual view given

the qualities of the components of the reference views. In addition,

the MPD �le includes a link to a �le which contains for each seg-

ment index and each virtual view range the parameters of a rate-

utilitymodel. This information is needed by the resource allocation
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Figure 3: Sequence diagram using HTTP or HTTPS with

CDN and mobile network collaboration.

algorithm to achieve QoE-fairness and is stored in a separate �le

since it is not utilized by the streaming client and would increase

the download time of the MPD �le. We describe the details of the

rate-utility models and how they are generated in Section 5.1.

3.3 System Operation

FVV content, including segments of component streams and a

manifest �le, are hosted on servers within a content distribution

network (CDN). These servers are accessible by the core network

of themobile network operator (MNO) via the packet data gateway

(P-GW) which connects the core network to the Internet. Alterna-

tively, the MNO may host the FVV content on their own mobile

content distribution network to provide fast and e�cient delivery

and establish implicit trust between the components of the mobile

network infrastructure and the CDN [30]. The manifest (MPD) �le

for the free-viewpoint videos contains an XML element that pro-

vides a URL from which a rate-utility models �le for the virtual

view ranges and segment indices can be retrieved. An FVV stream-

ing client runs on each UE and keeps track of the user’s viewpoint

position and available network bandwidth. The client issues seg-

ment requests to the content server for the texture and depth com-

ponent streams of the two reference views bounding the virtual

view range to which the target view position belongs. Decisions

for the operating points to be requested from the server are based

on a virtual view quality-based rate adaptation method similar to

the one presented in [12]. Communication between the stream-

ing client and the content server can either be over non-secure

HTTP or secure HTTP (HTTPS). A media-aware network element

(MANE) is connected to the eNodeB and is able to intercept HAS re-

quests fromUEs.We distinguish between two scenarios. In the �rst

scenario, we assume that either the client requests are sent using

HTTP or they are sent using HTTPS but with a common certi�cate

and encryption keys used by both the CDN and the MANE. The

communication between di�erent network components is shown
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in Figure 3. When the client issues a request for reference views,

the MANE intercepts the request and uses the segment index and

view ids to lookup the parameters of the corresponding rate-utility

model. In the second scenario, the client communicates with the

content server over a secure protocol but no certi�cates or keys are

shared between the CDN and MANE. This requires collaboration

between the streaming clients and the MANE through a separate

control plane. This is achieved using an approach similar to [3],

which manages streaming sessions over HTTPS in SDN networks.

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Problem 1. Given the channel conditions of multiple FVV stream-

ing sessions, determine the optimal number of resource blocks to be

assigned to each streaming session and the corresponding GBR such

that the: (i) average QoE for each session is maximized, (ii) QoE dif-

ference across all streaming sessions is minimized, and (iii) quality

�uctuation within each session is minimized.

LetTs be the scheduling time interval. At each time instant nTs ,

n ∈ N, the MANE needs to determine the users GBR values Rk [n]

which achieve QoE-fairness between UEs in the following schedul-

ing window, where k = 1, . . . ,K . We denote byV = {v1, . . . ,vK }

the set of videos being streamed by UEs. Letmk be the MCS value

chosen by the eNodeB for user k based on the reported CQI by the

UE of that user, wherem ∈ [1,M]. The per-resource block capac-

ity cm is a non-decreasing quantity of the MCS modem such that

c1 ≤ c2 ≤ · · · ≤ cM . Let Π be the total number of resource blocks

available for UEs within a scheduling window. This number may

vary from one scheduling window to another and can be dynami-

cally computed as in [28]. We denote by rk the total bitrate for the

representations in the chosen operating point for videovk . For two

reference views where the component streams are encoded into

L representations, the number of possible operating points equals

the number of all possible representation combinations for the four

components (i.e., L4). Let the set of bitrates corresponding the op-

erating points be Rk = {rk,1, . . . , rk,L4 }. We denote by rk,min and

rk,max the minimum operating point bitrate and maximum operat-

ing point bitrate, respectively. Let sk [n] and λk [n] be the segment

index and virtual view range index requested by user k at time n,

respectively. In the following, we drop the scheduling window in-

dex n for brevity. Given a rate-utility modelUk,sk ,λk , the problem

can be formulated as follows

max

K
∑

k=1

Uk,sk ,λk (rk [n]) (1a)

min

K
∑

k=1

∑

j>k

∆(Uk,sk ,λk (rk [n]),Uj,sj ,λj (r j [n])) (1b)

min

K
∑

k=1

Γ(Uk,sk [n−1],λk [n−1] (rk [n − 1]),Uk,sk ,λk (rk [n])) (1c)

s.t.

K
∑

k=1

⌈
Rk [n]τ

cmk

⌉ ≤ Π (1d)

Uk,sk ,λk (rk,min) ≤ Uk,sk ,λk (rk [n]) ≤ Uk,sk ,λk (rk,max),k ∈ K ,

(1e)

where cmk
is the resource block capacity for UE k given MCSmk .

Similar to [4], the ∆ function in (1b) is a utility-fairness metric

de�ned as:

∆(Ui ,Uj ) =





0 if Ui = fU (ri,min) ∧Uj < Ui

0 if Ui = fU (ri,max) ∧Uj > Ui

|Ui −Uj | otherwise,

(2)

where ∧ denotes the AND operator. This metric takes into con-

sideration thatUi ,Uj are constrained to their minimum and maxi-

mum values. If one of the videos achieves its maximum utility, the

available resources should be used to increase the utilities of other

videos. When resources are scarce, if the i-th video is at its mini-

mum utility value, decreasing its rate is not possible. It is therefore

necessary to decrease the rate of the other videos. We note that

unlike other formulations in previous works (e.g., [4]), our formu-

lation has an explicit objective for minimizing quality changes for

each user, Eq (1c). The Γ function in (1c) is ameasure for the change

in quality. This enables us to evaluate quality changes between

the current allocation window and the previous window for each

user. It has been shown that QoE degradations caused by a change

in quality where the quality is increased is much smaller than a

change causing a decrease in quality of the same scale [18]. There-

fore, we de�ne Γ as follows

Γ(Ui ,Uj ) =





|Ui −Uj | if Ui < Uj

0 otherwise.
(3)

The problem in Eq. (1) is a mixed integer non-linear program-

ming (MINLP), and therefore NP-hard, and has multiple (poten-

tially con�icting) objectives. As the optimal solution is computa-

tionally expensive, in the following we propose a heuristic algo-

rithm to e�ciently solve this problem.

5 PROPOSED SOLUTION

To solve the FVV streaming radio resource allocation problem, our

proposed QoE-fair allocation algorithm utilizes virtual view rate-

utilitymodels for estimating the quality of the views synthesized at

the client. Radio resource blocks are incrementally allocated across

users based on the estimated perceived quality for each user as well

as the perceived qualities for the previous scheduling window. In

this section, we describe how to generate the rate-utility models

and present the proposed algorithm.

5.1 Rate-Utility Models for FVV

A QoE-aware resource allocation algorithm requires access to the

relation between the video bitrate and the perceived quality. Un-

like 2D, where there is only one video stream, each free-viewpoint

video hasmultiple video streams corresponding to the components

of the di�erent views. The relation between bitrate and quality for

virtual views is therefore complicated by the fact that changes in

the bitrates of the component streams do not equally contribute to

the quality of the synthesized virtual view. We consider the follow-

ing parametric rate-utility model:

Uk,i, j (rk ) = f (rk ;αk,i, j ), (4)

where k is the UE index, i is the segment index, j is the virtual view

range index, rk is the total bitrate for the requested components for

segment i of the video streamed by user k , and αk,i, j ∈ A ⊂ R
Nα
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is a time varying and content-dependent vector of Nα parameters.

To determine the model that best represents the relationship be-

tween the operating point bitrate and the quality of the virtual

views for a free-viewpoint video, we generate HAS content based

on the systemmodel described in Section 3.2 for threeMVD videos.

For each segment index and each virtual view range, we generate

a scatter plot for all operating points. We show an example plot for

the KendoMVD video sequence in Figure 4, where the components

of views 1 and 3 are used to synthesize views 1.5, 2, and 2.5 and

each component is encoded into 6 constant bit rate representations

(250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500 kbps). Similar plots were obtained

for other videos. Each point in the �gure designates an operating

point with a total bitrate equal to the sum of the components bi-

trates and the corresponding average quality for the synthesized

virtual views. The quality of the virtual views is measured in peak

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) using views synthesized from the origi-

nal uncompressed components as references. As can be seen in the

�gure, the �lled points represent the Pareto-optimal points which

provide the maximal quality for a given bitrate. The rate-utility re-

lationship for each virtual view range can therefore be obtained

o�ine by applying a curve �tting method on this set of points. In

our evaluation, we chose the following logarithmic model

Uk,i, j (rk ) = f (rk ;αk,i, j ) = α1 log(α2rk + α3), (5)

where parameters α1, α2, α3 are the elements of αk,i, j .

5.2 Quality-fair FVV Rate Allocation

To achieve QoE-fairness and minimize �uctuations in perceived

quality, we propose the Quality-fair Free-viewpoint Video Resource

Allocation (QFVRA) algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. In Algo-

rithm 1, φm (·) is a function that maps a number of radio resources

to the corresponding data rate given the modulation and coding

schemem. Assuming that a feasible solution is achievable, i.e., the

sum of minimum bitrate resource blocks for all users is less than or

equal to Π, the algorithm proceeds as follows. For the �rst sched-

uling window, each user is initially assigned a number of resource

blocks that corresponds to the bitrate of the minimum operating

point of the video being streamed and the UE’s reported channel

Algorithm 1: QFVRA

Input: Set K of UEs, where |K | = K

Input: Vectors rmin = (r1,min, . . . , rK,min) and

rmax = (r1,max, . . . , rK,max) with minimum and

maximum operating point bitrates, respectively, of

videos streamed by UEs

Input: Vector of users’ channel conditions m = (m1, . . . ,mK )

Input: Number of radio resources in a scheduling window Π

Input: Set of vectors A = {α 1, . . . ,αK }, where each vector

αk ∈ A represents the values of Nα parameters for

the utility function of UE k and A ⊂ RNα

Input: Allocation vector of previous scheduling window

p = (p1, . . . ,pK )

Input: Vector q′ = (q′1, . . . ,q
′
K
) for estimated qualities in

previous scheduling window

Input: Quality gain thresholds β1 and β2
Output: Allocation vector x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xK )

Output: Estimated qualities vector q = (q1,q2, . . . ,qK ) based

on allocation

1 if First scheduling window then

2 for i ← 1 to K do

3 xi ← ⌈
ri,minτ
cmi

⌉

4 qi ← f (φmi (xi );α i )

5 x← PRA(K , Π, m, rmin, rmax, A, x)

6 else

7 for i ← 1 to K do

8 bi ← ⌈f
−1 (q′i ;α i )τ/cmi ⌉

9 xi ← bi

10 if
∑K
i=1 xi < Π then

11 x← PRA(K , Π, m, rmin, rmax, A, x)

12 for i ← 1 to K do

13 qi ← f (φmi (xi );α i )

14 if (m
instability
i

> γ ) OR (β1 > qi − q
′
i ) then

15 xi ← bi

16 qi ← f (φmi (xi );α i )

17 else if (β2 < (qi − q
′
i )) then

18 xi ← ⌈f
−1 (β2;α i )τ/cmi ⌉

19 qi ← β2

20 else if
∑K
i=1 xi > Π then

21 x← PRA(K , Π, m, rmin, rmax, A, x)

22 for i ← 1 to K do

23 qi ← f (φmi (xi );α i )

24 else

25 for i ← 1 to K do

26 qi ← f (φmi (xi );α i )

27 return x, q

condition (lines 2 to 4). In line 5, the algorithm then uses the func-

tion PRA to iteratively add resource blocks to users. The users are

sorted based on their estimated perceived quality and the user re-

ceiving minimal quality is allocated an additional resource block.
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The estimated quality that each user gets is calculated based on

the rate-utility model given in Eq. (4) for the virtual view range

that the user’s current viewpoint belongs to. This process is re-

peated until either all users reach data rates equivalent to the bi-

trates of the maximum operating points of their respective videos

or all resource blocks within the scheduling window are allocated.

It should be noted that if adding a resource block to a user causes

their data rate to exceed the maximum operating point bitrate, this

user is skipped and is no longer considered by the algorithmwithin

this scheduling window.

The progressive resource allocation algorithm described above

ensures fairness among users within the scheduling window in

terms of perceived quality. However, due to the time-varying chan-

nel conditions of users, running this algorithm for each scheduling

window independently without considering the qualities achieved

from previous allocations may not result in a stable and smooth

perceived quality for each user. To minimize quality variation

across scheduling windows, QFVRA �rst attempts to maintain the

same quality values that the users obtained in the previous schedul-

ing window. This is done by �nding the corresponding data rates

for these quality values using f −1
U

(U ,αk,sk ,λk ), which is the in-

verse function of fU in Eq. (4), and calculating the number of

needed resource blocks for each user to achieve these data rates in

the current scheduling window given the users’ new channel con-

ditions at the beginning of the window (line 8). The total number

of needed resource blocks is then compared against the capacity

of the scheduling window to determine how to proceed. If the to-

tal number of resource blocks required to maintain the qualities in

the previous scheduling window exceeds the number of available

resource blockswithin the currentwindow (line 20), a draining pro-

cess is utilized. Similar to progressive �lling, users are �rst sorted

based on an estimate of their perceived qualities given the current

allocation. However, instead of adding resource blocks, the algo-

rithm iteratively removes one resource block from the user with

the highest estimated quality value in each iteration until the ca-

pacity of the scheduling window is reached.

When the qualities in the previous scheduling window are

achievable and a number of remaining resource blocks are avail-

able, distributing these blocks among users is not trivial. If a user

is su�ering from temporary changes in channel conditions, assign-

ing more resource blocks to them will soon be followed by re-

claiming those resource blocks in the following scheduling win-

dow causing variations in the perceived quality. To maintain long

term QoE smoothness and avoid �uctuations in the perceived qual-

ity, QFVRA considers the stability of the channel condition for each

user and only allocates more resource blocks to those users with

stable conditions. Therefore, the scheduler needs to estimate the

conditions of users channels. This is done by utilizing the CQI his-

tory in order to predict the stability of the channel conditions in

the next scheduling window. Another issue which arises when in-

creasing the resource blocks allocated to users is that when the al-

location does not result in a noticeable change in quality, it is more

e�cient to assign these resource blocks to users who are su�ering

from bad channel conditions so that they can enjoy a quality com-

parable to other users. On the other hand, when the allocation re-

sults in huge di�erence in quality, it is better to limit the amount of

increase in quality. For example, if channel conditions drop in the

near future, the impact of quality switch would be reduced. If chan-

nel conditions were good and allow more quality improvements,

the quality would be gradually increased and the user would not

su�er from abrupt changes.

To overcome these issues, QFVRA maintains a set of users

which are eligible for quality improvement. This set includes users

which satisfy two conditions: (i) they have relatively stable channel

conditions; and (ii) additional resources allocated to them through

progressive �lling will result in noticeable improvement in per-

ceived quality. After running the PRA algorithm to calculate a

QoE-fair allocation starting from a resource allocation providing

the qualities of the previous window, QFVRA checks both the sta-

bility of each user’s channel conditions as well as the quality dif-

ference between the two consecutive windows (line 14). We use

the standard deviation of each user’s channel conditions over a

window of H previous CQI reports,m
instability
i

in Algorithm 1, to

estimate the stability by comparing it against a stability threshold

γ . Parameter β1 de�nes a quality gain threshold corresponding to

a just-noticeable-di�erence. Users that do not satisfy these condi-

tions are assigned a number of resource blocks that maintain their

perceived quality in the previous window (lines 15 to 16). Parame-

ter β2 de�nes a second threshold that limits the amount of quality

change between consecutive scheduling windows (line 17).

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Setup

We simulate an LTE cellular network usingOPNETModeler and its

LTE module [31]. We implement the proposed QFVRA algorithm

and use the channel conditions obtained from OPNET as input to

the algorithm.We also implement the QFAS [4] and QPA [19] algo-

rithms to compare the performance of our algorithm against them.

Table 1 shows the con�guration of the simulated network. Other

parameters are set to the default values of the OPNET LTE module.

In practical scenarios, mobile operators usually install base stations

in crowded areas to serve most users with strong signals. Accord-

ingly, in our simulations, mobile users are randomly distributed

within each cell such that the majority of the users, about 90 % of

them, are densely populated within 1
3 of cell radius and the rest

are sparsely scattered around the rest of the cell area. We evalu-

ate multiple scenarios where the number of users is 10, 20, 30, 40,

and 50. We run each scenario 5 times and report the average of the

results.

Time is divided into scheduling windows with a duration of one

second. The simulator runs the resource allocation algorithm at the

beginning of each scheduling window.We con�gure users to move

following the random way-point model in which mobility speed is

randomly chosen between 0 and 5m/s. We con�gure the mobile

devices to send CQI reports to the associated base station every

100ms. We choose this reporting interval to ensure that we do not

miss any channel condition changes, and at the same time we do

not receive unnecessary frequent reports. For QFVRA, we use a

sliding window of 20 CQI reports to assess the stability of the UEs

channels and we set the stability threshold γ to 1.0. Quality gain

thresholds β1 and β2 are set to 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB, respectively.
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Table 1: Mobile Network Con�guration.

Physical Pro�le LTE 20 MHz FDD

eNodeB Antenna Gain 15 dBi

UE Antenna Gain −1 dBi

Max. Downlink Bitrate 6000 kbps

Cell Radius 5 × 5 Km

Transmission Power 0.0558 W

Propagation Model Pedestrian (ITU-R M.1225)

Mobility Model Random Way-point (0 − 5 m/sec)

Simulation Time 10 minutes

We use three MVD FVV sequences from the MPEG 3DV ad-

hoc group data sets [13] [21] which have di�erent characteristics:

Kendo, Balloons, and Café. The resolution for Kendo and Balloons

is 1024×768 and the resolution of the Café sequence is 1920×1080.

The Kendo and Balloons sequences have moving cameras while

the cameras in Café are �xed. We extend the length of the video

sequences from 10 to 360 seconds by repeating the frame sequence.

For each video, we choose three cameras from the set of captured

views and we allow three virtual views within each virtual view

range, for a total of 6 supported virtual view positions. The video

streams for the texture and depth components of each camera are

then encoded using a CBR con�guration for the H.264/AVC en-

coder with bitrate values of 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, and 1500 kbps.

We use the GPAC framework [1] to generate one second segments

for the di�erent representations of each component. For each seg-

ment index, we generate virtual view quality models for all sup-

ported virtual view positions, as discussed in Section 3.2. We also

generate rate-utility models for each virtual view range. Our eval-

uation is based on the following metrics:

• Quality of Experience. To the best of our knowledge, there is no

comprehensive quantitative measure to evaluate QoE for adap-

tive video streaming. However, low video quality and frequent

and/or high-amplitude quality switches are believed to result in

low QoE [10] [23]. Therefore, in order to assess QoE, we use two

metrics: video quality and quality switches. We measure the av-

erage video quality (AVQ) for user j as

QAVQ =

∑T
i=1 q

j
i

T
, (6)

where where qi is the video quality in the scheduling window

i , and T is the total number of scheduling windows during the

user’s session. For quality switches, we measure the average am-

plitude of quality switches over time for each user. Since, it is ob-

served that the QoE degradations caused by upward video qual-

ity switches are much smaller than downward switches of the

same scale [18], we only measure the rate of downward video

quality switches (DVQS) as

QDVQS =

∑T
i=2 I (q

j
i
,q

j
i−1)

T
, (7)

I (q
j
i
,q

j
i−1) =





q
j
i−1 − q

j
i

if q
j
i
< q

j
i−1

0 otherwise.
(8)
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Figure 5: Average video quality over time (20 users).
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Figure 6: Average rate of downward video quality switches.

• Network Utilization. We measure the percentage of saved re-

source blocks (SRB) in each scheduling window as

USRB = (1 −

∑N
i=1 ai

Π
) ∗ 100, (9)

where ai is the number of assigned resource blocks to user i .

• Fairness. We measure QoE-fairness based on Jain’s Index [14] in

scheduling window i as

FQoE =

(

∑N
i=1 q

j
i

)2

N
∑N
i=1 (q

j
i
)2
, (10)

where N is the number of admitted users in the network.

• Running Time. The time required to compute the allocation.

6.2 Results

Quality of Experience. Figure 5 shows the average video quality

over a 100-second period of simulation for the 20-user scenario.

Note that in each scenario run, users randomly choose to watch

one of the three FVV videos. The �gure demonstrates how our

proposed algorithm avoids potentially damaging upward quality

switches to achieve a better quality of experience. The other two

algorithms increase the video quality at every possibility, regard-

less of the stability of channel conditions. Although this approach

provides higher video qualities, it results in �uctuating perceived

quality, and consequently less QoE, especially when users are expe-

riencing unstable channel conditions. QFVRA, however, minimizes
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the impact of quality switches. Figure 6 shows that our algorithm

outperforms QFAS and QPA by achieving at least 12 % and up to

around 32 % less rates of downward quality switches. As can be

seen, the amount of improvement varies for di�erent scenarios.

This amount is a�ected by the channel conditions and the rate-

distortion complexity of video segments watched by users. Note

that since quality levels for virtual views are di�erent from those

of reference views, we report the amplitude of quality switches per

second instead of just reporting their frequencies.

Network Utilization. Increasing video quality blindly in each

schedulingwindowwithout considering the previous qualities that

users have been experiencing as well as possible variations in chan-

nel conditions has another drawback, namely bandwidth underuti-

lization. Figure 7 shows that our algorithm is able to save around

12 to 18 percent of the total available resource blocks while provid-

ing almost the same average video quality and signi�cantly less

quality variations. These resource blocks can be provisioned for

other tra�c in the same base station. In the same �gure, it can be

seen that QPA has saved some resource blocks in cases of 10 and

50 users although based on its design it assigns to all the available

resource blocks to the users. This observation is due to the fact that

these scenarios are at the extreme ends of resource block availabil-

ity. As the number of users decreases, QPA ismore likely to provide

them with the maximum possible qualities. On the other hand, as

the system gets more and more crowded, available resource blocks

might not even be su�cient to serve users with minimum possible

qualities. Therefore, no resource blocks would be assigned to users

for some scheduling windows. Similar to QPA, QFAS also tends to

exhaust all the available resource blocks. However, since it solves

the problem in continuous domain and chooses the nearest rate-

distortion points in discrete domain, a small portion of resource

blocks, around 1.5 %, remain unassigned.

Fairness. Figure 8 represents the average Jain’s Index across

users for di�erent numbers of FVV clients. As can be seen, the

three algorithms achieve fairness and their performance is not in-

�uenced by the number of clients in the cell.

Running Time. Figure 9 shows the empirical cumulative distri-

bution function of the average running time for each scheduling

window for the 40-user scenario. Our simulations have been con-

ducted on a PC with a CPU of 2.7GHz and 16GB of memory. The

running time for each scheduling window in QFAS and QPA is

expected to be virtually the same. However, it is observed that a

number of scheduling windows in QFAS take more time and this

number increases as the number of clients increase. This is due to

the running time of the Newton’s method utilized in QFAS, which

is not quite constant and depends on the complexity of derivative

of the input function. For QFVRA, the running time for each sched-

uling window can vary depending on how far the next allowable

solution is from the solution in the previous scheduling window. In

the worst case, the performance of our algorithm would reach that

of QPA. This only occurs if the channel conditions for all users ex-

perience frequent abrupt changes all the time, which is an extreme

case. It is clear that our algorithm’s execution time is noticeably

faster than that of QFAS and QPA. For example, QFVRA runs 65 %

of the scheduling windows in less than 0.5 seconds while this is

around 0% and 1% for QFAS and QPA, respectively. In almost all

scheduling windows, the running time of our algorithm was less

than the scheduling interval. Therefore, it can easily run in real-

time.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We presented a QoE-fair resource allocation algorithm for adap-

tive streaming of free-viewpoint videos over cellular networks.

The proposed algorithm utilizes virtual view rate-quality models

to allocate the radio resources such that the di�erences in users’

perceived qualities are minimized, i.e., fairness in terms of QoE is

achieved. It also minimizes the frequency and amplitude of qual-

ity switches by taking into account the qualities observed by the

clients as a result of previous allocations and avoiding unnecessary

quality increases when the user’s channel conditions are unstable.

We simulated an LTE network and evaluated the performance of

our algorithm and compared it against the closest algorithms in the

literature. Results show that our algorithm achieves a high level of

fairness, and it reduces the rate of quality switches by up to 32 %

compared to others. In addition, it saves up to 18 % of the radio re-

source blocks of the cellular network while achieving comparable

average quality to others.
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